
SIMPLE, SAFE, FAST - PACKED UP!

PACKAGING INNOVATIONS

activaTec Brands

Quality for over 30 years! We are constantly striving to simplify the process of packaging in companies and make them more 
efficient.

www.nemopack.gr
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The air cushion machine with its total weight of 4 kg 
combines high functionality with flexibility providing 
clean processing results. The machine is suitable for online 
shops, as well ass for small to medium-sized companies 
with small to medium shipping volume.

Air cushion machine for 
beginners

Production speed: up to 5m/min

Produces air cushion mats or bags

Suitable for small businesses

Works extremely quietly and economically

Very good price / performance ratio

Weight: 4 KG

Light and compact
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Production speed: up to 15m/min

Produces air cushion mats or bags

Suitable for medium-sized and large companies

Works extremely quietly and economically

Easy and very clear condition

Weight: 6 KG

Light and compact

This efficient air cushion machine combines modern and 
compact design with high functionality and flexibility.
That is the result of an intensive development phase 
during which the use of the machine was rendered as easy 
as possible.

Air cushion machine for 
advanced
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Production speed: up to 33m/min

Produces air cushion bags

Suitable for packing centers

Works extremely quietly and economically

Easy and very clear condition

Weight: 6 KG

Light and compact

The ver fast air cushion machine BP5000 is suitable for pack-
ing centers. With this machine you can produce air cushion 
bags at speed up to 33 meters per minute.

The air cushion machine for 
those who just need more!
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100 mm x 200 mm 150 mm x 200 mm 200 mm x 200 mm

400 mm x 230 mm 400 mm x 320 mm 400 mm x 330 mm

BIO-FILMS
ON ORDER WE OFFER GERNE 
MORE BIO-SLIDES

Biodegradable

Biologisch abbaubar

activaBIO

With the air cushion system you save: storage space (one roll replaces 10x500 liter bags of filling 
material), material costs, working hours as well as delivery and transport costs, because you send 
99% air with 1% environmentally friendly HDPE film.
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AIR CUSHION PILLOW

AIR CUSHION MATS

ALL FILMS
PRE-PERFORATED FOR EASY 
SEPARATION

AIR CUSHION FOIL
For wrapping and upholstering 

goods

EQUIPMENT
Spare parts and 

extensions

Blow-In System Stand Trolley Trolley incl. Machine holder

Wall mount Blade Teflon Tape Sensor Pedal
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600 mm x 330 mm
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THE MODULAR PACK TABLE SYSTEM

activaSystem

THE STABLE PACKING SYSTEM

When developing the packing table, quality, stability and job 
optimization came first. 

The packing process becomes easier, faster and gentler for 
the worker with this packing table. Arrange a free consultation
and planning of your individually configurable packing station 
system. Optimize your packaging process.

EFFICIENTLY WORK
Everything within easy reach.

Save time at work.

REQUEST A QUOTE NOW!
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Now arrange free 
consultation and 
packing-table 
planning.

Are you interested in a modular 
packing station system? 

Do not hesitate to call us. 

We find the right packing table 
solution for your needs.
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Customize your packing 
station exactly to your 
needs. 

The modular system can 
be combined with the 
various components.
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